
HOW TO WRITE A WEBSITE REVIEW EXAMPLE

Through experience writing website reviews, I've discovered some things that help. For example, I am a homeschooling
mom to one child.

Click here for more on accessibility and business Technological barriers As well as creating barriers to the
disabled a site can also create technological barriers which force users to turn to the competition. Should a
blogger be paid for writing a review of a website or online service? The user is left wondering if they have
selected the right products or whether they have been transferred to another site. Products â€” Make sure your
main products and services are well represented on your site. Here are a few basic SEO inclusions. But Duck
Soup could lift their game even further by taking the serviceorientated approach taken by McDuffs several
years ago. Tip Put your own opinion into the review, it is what the reader is looking for. Preparation A website
review Technology review: www. Andouille tenderloin corned beef jerky. Make sure your contact page is
personable and mentions real people or real teams. Then do the other exercises. Unfortunately TrapAWasp has
not been optimised for this resolution and therefore requires limited horizontal scrolling in order to be able to
read the product descriptions. No, getting free use of the website is payment enough. Also, the website is very
easy to navigate and you can listen to songs in different languages, for instance in Spanish, German and
Italian. People are very likely to get lost in the site as a result. Evaluate the website for its overall
effectiveness. UX research has clearly shown that putting things in unexpected places on websites risks people
over-looking them 1 when they need them. Does the color scheme work? Button stands out in colour Looks
like a button Text is benefit filled if possible and action-oriented Conversion locations Where on your site are
you going to aim to get people to your conversion pages? Did you find anything that didn't work? One
example of this is in the use of JavaScript. Although you do provide this information on the credit card page
this is late on in the process and after the user has already given you significant amounts of information. See
results About Paid Reviews Some purists maintain that being paid for a review automatically makes the writer
biased. On a similar vein it would also be wise to provide some form of privacy statement here. This will turn
your content into a lead generation activity. Copy the url of the site listed number one in the list and then
search again using the following search phrase "links: ". UX review A review of the user experience of the site
picked up the following issues and concerns about the way the site works for people using it. You choose a
song and then listen to the song and complete the lyrics. Instructions Do the preparation exercise first.


